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INTRODUCTION
There are two economic approaches to the response to climate change. One is that
adopted by environmental economists, the other by their ecological counterparts. The
difference between the two approaches is that environmental economists seek to
maximise the income (the benefits, the return) that people get from their use of the
environment. They therefore try to find ways of meeting the threat of climate change
at least cost to those benefits. This implies that they believe that humanity has a
choice about how much further to allow the Earth's temperature to rise without
provoking a sudden catastrophic change in the global climate and that the rational
thing is therefore to choose a temperature target that maximises human well-being.
Ecological economists respond to this view by pointing out that nature does not
generally move in a linear way but shifts abruptly from one state to another. They
therefore say that there is a considerable danger that, coming on top of the 0.7°C
temperature rise the world has already experienced, the additional 0.6°C rise which is
likely to result from past emissions but which has still to come through because of the
lags in the system will be enough to cause the feedback loops in the climate regulation
system to trip off a runaway warming. They consequently reject the environmental
economists' idea that environmental costs and benefits can be traded off against
economic ones as far as the climate is concerned.
Ecological economists believe that the welfare of human beings extends beyond the
benefits people derive from the economic system and depends totally on the welfare
of natural environment. They regard the economy as functioning within the
environmental system, not apart from it. As a result, the world economy cannot
exceed a certain size in relation to the natural world. For an economy to be
sustainable, the flow of raw materials from the environment into the economy and out
again as waste must be within the environment's regenerative and absorptive capacity.
This means that an ecological economist accepts that there are limits to economic
growth. Most environmental economists do not.
Moreover, while an environmental economist simply wishes to maximise the benefits
obtained from the environment, an ecological economist is equally interested in how
those benefits are shared. Indeed, since he or she believes that many of the limits to
growth have already been grossly exceeded and that it is much more important to try
to get back under the limits than for the economy to grow, they argue that the issue of
how production is shared cannot be dodged any longer by saying that economic
growth will make everyone richer given a little more time. This leads them to say that,
if global production has to contract as a result of measures to limit climate change, the
way the smaller quantity is shared will be central to social cohesion and the
maintenance of social capital.
The first section of this chapter looks at the what both schools of economic thought
have to say that is relevant to the decisions Ireland (and the rest of the world) have to
make about responding to climate change. The rest of the chapter attempts to build on
those insights in order to develop a satisfactory national response strategy

1. TWO SCHOOLS OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT
1.1 The Environmental Economists' Approach
In the early 1990s, environmental economists set out to analyse the climate change
problem by asking how much damage it was likely to do and, consequently, how
much current consumption it was worth giving up to prevent that damage. This costbenefit analysis inescapably involved them in making sweeping damage estimates and
then putting a monetary value on that damage. For example, when preparing a report
on behalf of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the late David Pearce of
University College, London, an expert in cost-benefit analysis, estimated the number
of people who might die as a result of climate change and put a cash value on their
lives based on their life-time earnings. This lead to big differences between countries.
The UN body rejected his report after it had been attacked by NGOs for saying that
“one dead American equals 15 dead Chinamen” and had branded it as “the economics
of genocide”.
This pricing problem has not been solved. To get around it, the current approach is to
select a temperature rise target at which an “acceptable” but only vaguely described
amount of damage would be done if the target was met and which is “feasible”
because it does not involve major changes to present economic systems. For example,
when possible targets were discussed in the Stern Report, it was taken as a given that
economic growth had to continue in the rich countries of the world. “Feasibility” was
the basis on which the EU set its 2°C above pre-industrial levels target, a figure which
a leading climate scientist, Professor Rajendra Pachauri told an IEA meeting in
Dublin in 2007 was too high and that a 1.5°C rise would be more appropriate. The
1.5°C rise was not selected as the target because the rate at which emissions would
have had to be reduced to achieve it and the disruption that that would have caused
was considered to be too great.
It is impossible to put a reliable monetary value on the damage that might be done by
each 0.1°C increment as temperatures go up, in part because scientists have limited
knowledge of what the feedbacks are and when a tipping point might be reached at
which the global climate flips into a new, stable regime. It is equally unclear how
many tonnes of carbon dioxide correspond with a 0.1°C increment, with the result
that the eleven studies on which the Stern Review drew when compiling Table 1
could not agree on what greenhouse gas concentration would deliver what
temperature rise.
Level at which atmospheric CO2 is stabilised

Pessimistic

Optimistic

Chance staying below a 2°C rise at 400 ppm

22%

74%

Chance staying below a 3°C rise at 400 ppm

50%

96%

Chance staying below a 2°C rise at 445 ppm

4%

52%

Chance staying below a 3°C rise at 445 ppm

39%

89%

Table 1: The chances of keeping the rise in global temperatures to less than 2 deg C. Adapted from the
Stern Review, Box 8.1, as explained in Endnote 1.

As a result, the various estimates that have been made of the amount of damage likely
to be done by releasing a tonne of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere differ widely.

Dr. Richard Tol of the ERSI reviewed 103 estimates and found that the most common
was $2/tC [dollars per tonne of carbon] , the median $14/tC, the mean $93/tC, and 95
per cent of estimates were below $350/tC. The discount rate chosen to bring future
costs and benefits to their present-day value was a major factor in determining each
researcher's result, with authors selecting lower discount rates coming up with higher
estimates of the amount of damage done per tonne. Tol concluded that it was
"unlikely that the marginal damage costs of carbon dioxide emissions exceed $50/tC
and are likely to be substantially smaller than that." His $50 figure converts to around
$14 per tonne of CO2, far below the $85 per tonne damage figure suggested in the
Stern Review..
The Stern figure was higher because the discount rate used was only 0.1 percent
above the rate at which he projected that the world economy would grow. This was
assumed to be 1.3 percent a year, making the discount rate was 1.4 percent, a very
low figure in comparison with that used in many studies. Four per cent would be more
usual. This meant that Stern took damage between 2100 and 2200 into account,
whereas studies using higher discount rates usually cut off at 2100 because the values
of the damages after that date are so low. One euro of damage in 2200 is worth 6
cents in 2000 if discounted at 1.4 percent but is worth only 0.03 cents if discounted at
4 percent.
Stern argued that it would have been immoral to use a higher discount rate because
doing so would require future generations to shoulder a damage burden that they
would not have had the resources to meet if the world economy did not grow at the
higher growth rate assumed by the higher discount figure. The key question, then, for
environmental economists setting the discount rate is what rate of economic growth
do they confidently predict the world economy to experience over the coming
centuries. Indeed, given that less fossil energy will be used either as a result of
measures to limit climate change or because of reserve depletion, can they expect any
growth to take place at all?
There is a very close correlation between the use of fossil energy and the rate of
economic growth. This indicates that if fossil energy use is reduced at the sort of rate
required to meet even the inadequate 2°C target, a minimum of 3% a year, then the
world economy will contract unless a combination of increased energy efficiency and
the development of non-fossil energy resources is enough to make up the shortfall.
The International Energy Agency believes that, not only will this be possible, but that
it will be possible for growth to continue at least up to 2030.
In the longer term, however, it will become increasingly difficult for growth to
continue because it is going to require the use of more and more energy to produce
energy from nuclear and fossil sources and because other forms of natural resource
capital – water supplies, soils, fish stocks, mineral deposits and stands of timber - are
becoming scarcer too. Technological solutions may be found to some of these
scarcities but if, as seems likely, those solutions involve the use of more energy at a
time when the use of fossil energy is being reduced, it may not be possible to apply
them on any scale. There is therefore every reason to believe that future generations
may be poorer than we are today and that costs and benefits occurring in the future
should be given more weight than if they occurred today. In other words, a negative
discount rate should be used, as suggested by Herman E Daly and Joshua Farleyi, or
costs and benefits should be measured in terms of the amount of non-fossil, non-

nuclear energy likely to be available to society at the time they occur.
In any case, what is the real cost of counteracting climate change? If the world
economy was completely efficient and was using the latest technologies to produce at
its production frontier, any decrease in fossil energy use would have to reduce
production. But the world economy is not efficient at all because it leaves a great part
of its resources – particularly its human ones – seriously underused. Richard B.
Norgaard of the University of California has argued that in view of this inefficiency,
no economist can prove that a system which uses less fossil fuel, more human labour
and radically different technologies would inevitably leave the world’s human
population worse off. And if the world's economic welfare was not lower, there would
be no world cost to combating climate change although there might be a cost for
people living in heavy fossil-energy using nations, whose rate of consumption might
have to fall while incomes of people in poorer ones increased. In the world economy,
one person's cost is another person's wage-packet. Consequently, there might be no
net cost at a global level from slowing climate change with and, with sharing and
proper planning, little pain even for the rich-country losers during the difficult
transition period in which fossil fuels are being phased out.
If this is true, then the environmental economists' approach to climate change has very
little to offer. It may have seemed reasonable to use it half a century ago in a world
where income and material resources appeared to be expanding but a different set of
policies are needed for a world economy which has pushed past its ecological
capacity limits
Even putting a meaningful price on the damage likely to be done by anyone releasing
a tonne of CO2 today during the centuries the gas will remain in the atmosphere
seems to be beyond this school of thought. As a result, it cannot take us beyond the
verdict reached by Stern – that it is going to be very much cheaper (or even free) to
act to prevent further warming than to cope with its consequences.
Environmental economics' greatest inadequacy is that it has failed cope with risk. As
Philip Sutton, an Australian thinker on ecological sustainability has written, we
“wouldn't fly in a plane that had more than a 1% chance of crashing. We should be at
least as careful with the planet.” Yet, as table 1 shows, there is far less than a 99%
chance of maintaining a satisfactory climate at the CO2 concentration levels being
recommended by Stern and other environmental economists. This is basically because
environmental economics is a branch of political economics and its practitioners tailor
their findings to suit what they think their audience will accept rather than what is
necessary. As a result, they have failed both to research and to recommend the really
radical changes to both the economic system and the distribution of income around
the world that a lower-risk response would entail. One can see why. According to
Sutton, “the greenhouse gas levels in the air now pose an unacceptably high risk of
damage to nature and an unacceptably high risk of triggering runaway heating. The
only way to bring the risk down to an acceptable level is to cut greenhouse gas
emissions to zero, to take the excess CO2 out of the air as fast as possible, and to find
environmentally acceptable ways to cool the planet. The transformation of the
economy from a business-as-usual structure to a sustaining structure must be
physically accomplished within 10 years.”

1.2 The Ecological Economists' Approach
Ecological economics' principles for achieving sustainability have been set out well
by the Natural Step movement which has gathered a lot of business sector support.
They are:


Substances from the earth's crust cannot systematically increase in the
biosphere.



Substances produced by society cannot systematically increase in the
biosphere.



The physical basis for the productivity and diversity of nature must not be
systematically deteriorated.



There must be fair and efficient use of resources to meet human needs.

At first sight ecological economists appear to be saying that society should accepts
less "income" in return for a better balance between economy, society and ecological
system. However, this is not correct. An ecological economist would argue that what
appears to be "income" growth is not really income anyway – any more than using
one's savings or capital could be considered as using income. What appears to be
increased income in the current economy is the result of the destructive depletion of
"natural capital" and the release of wastes like the greenhouse gases above the ability
of the ecological system to absorb them. This is undermining the potential of the
planet to deliver "ecosystem services" - the things that natural systems do for free,
like regulating global temperatures. The very fact that these services are free means
that their value was left out of economic decision-making until very recently. A sound
economic system would defend these common resources, by holding and managing
them for the common good, in trust for future generations. The income obtained by
renting the use of the resources would be shared equally.
Because ecological economists accept limits, they tend to want to fix quotas which
limit the extent to which a resource can be exploited. Cap and Share, in which
greenhouse emissions are capped and the income from the sale of the right to emit
within that limit is shared, is a good example of an ecological economics technique. If
C&S was introduced, every adult would receive an equal share of whatever quota
(cap) had been set for that year on the source of emissions being controlled and would
be free to decide whether to allow their share of the tonnage of emissions to be
produced. If they decided to authorise the emissions, they would sell their share,
called a Production Authorisation Permit (PAP) to a bank or post office which, in
turn, would sell the tonnage of PAPs they had assembled on to firms introducing
fossil fuels into the economy. These firms would need to buy enough PAPs to cover
the emissions from the fuels they sold.

2. THE ENERGY RETURN ON ENERGY INVESTED APPROACH
There are only two questions that Ireland needs to answer in relation to the threat of
climate change:
1) Is it possible for the economy to continue use fossil fuels in the way that it is
doing at present? And, if not
2) How quickly should the necessary changes be brought about?
We will look at each in turn drawing on the insights of the two economic schools,
plus those of Professor Charles Hall of New York State University, Syracuse, who
developed the Energy Return On Energy Invested (EROI) concept. He has calculated
that while every unit of energy used for oil exploration and production in the US in
the 1930s gave 100 units of energy in return, by the 1990s, only 11-18 units of energy
were produced. A good example of why it now takes more energy to extract oil comes
from Colorado where Shell has to use underground electric heaters to get the thick oil
it has found there into a sufficiently less-viscous state to extract. He has also shown
that the amount of energy embodied in the goods and services the US has to export to
import a barrel of oil has fluctuated widely over the past 40 years. “In 1970 [the US]
gained roughly 30 megajoules for each megajoule used to make the crops, jet
airplanes and so on that [it] exported. But as the price of imported oil increased the
EROI of the imported oil declined. By 1974 [after the first OPEC oil price shock] that
ratio had dropped to nine to one, and by 1980 [after the second OPEC shock] to three
to one. The subsequent decline in the price of oil, aided by the inflation of the export
products traded, eventually returned the energy terms of trade to something like it was
in 1970, at least until the price of oil started to increase again after 2000.” He expects
that, as oil and other fossil fuels become scarcer, the proportion of national income
that the US will be able to retain to consume or invest in non-energy-related projects
will decline increasingly rapidly. In one projection he ran, only half of US national
output was left for consumption in 2030 once infrastructure had been maintained and
energy supplies secured. By 2050, only a third of total output was available for
Americans to live on. and has investigated
2.1 Can business continue as usual ?
There are two compelling reasons why a business as usual approach is impossible.
One is that the damage being done by a changing climate is already becoming
apparent and is costing the insurance industry many millions. “Many European
insurers and, in particular, reinsurers were among those worst affected by Katrina and
its sister storms Rita and Wilma” Simon How and Ian Hasson of Price Waterhouse
Coopers write in an articleii on the impact that climate change is already having on
insurers. They continue:
Although they had made strenuous efforts to quantify and set limits for their exposures
through use of the latest modeling techniques, the actual losses far exceeded
expectations. In particular, few companies had taken full account of the potential for a
‘storm surge’ in which wind losses are compounded by resulting flooding. Few
companies had made adequate provision for the pressure on supply and resulting
escalation of expenses arising from a ‘demand surge’ for loss adjusters, emergency
repair and rebuilding teams. Moreover, many had also underestimated the level of
business interruption claims, both through loss of trade and the demand for temporary
relocation.

Closer to home, the potential impact of climatic instability was highlighted by the
effects of the searing European heatwave of 2003. The hottest summer since records
began claimed an estimated 20,000 lives across Europe. The financial costs included
some €13 billion in crop losses and a bill of €1.7 billion from the forest fires in
Portugal.

After giving further details of the strains that climate-related events such as the floods
in England in the early summer of 2007 had placed on insurers, they conclude:
“Ultimately, climate change could stretch the limits of insurability, leaving millions of
people without affordable cover... Others could face exclusions or escalating excesses
of loss that effectively leave them without cover for certain weather-related risks such
as flood or subsidence – a recent ruling in the UK allows insurers to exclude flood
from household cover. ‘Withdrawal of risk coverage in vulnerable areas by private
insurers’ is one of the potential threats identified in the UN IPCC’s most recent
assessment report.“
The inability to obtain insurance would almost certainly lead to a situation in which
long-term borrowing became impossible, whether for house purchase or business
expansion. This, in turn, would make business as usual impossible. Indeed, since
flood cover is already difficult to find in some areas, business has already changed.
The second and even more immediate threat to business as usual is that presented by
the arrival of the peak in global oil production. While some people think that the peak
may have already been reached while others are still not sure, whenever the fall in oil
production becomes pronounced, the prices of all fuels will soar. This might happen
very soon. World oil output has been almost flat for the past three years and Nobuo
Tanaka, the Executive Director of the International Energy Agency (IEA), told a
conferenceiii in London in October 2007 that: “Despite five years of high oil prices,
market tightness will actually increase from 2009. New capacity additions will not
keep up with declines at current fields and the projected increase in demand.”
If the world economy stays bouyant until 2009, international competition for the
limited supplies of oil will push up its price and with it the prices of the other two
fossil fuels. Since 90% of Ireland's energy is imported, these very much higher fuel
prices will take purchasing power out of the domestic economy and, unless exports
rise to compensate, national income will decline. Business will not therefore be able
to continue on its present basis.
The United States is coming to recognise this. In a report prepared for the President
and Congress and published in September 2007, the Taskforce on Strategic
Unconventional Fuelsiv wrote:
The Task Force finds that America’s increasing demand for oil imports in a world of more
limited supply from increasingly unstable sources poses strategic risks that the nation can
ill afford to ignore. These risks include the reliability of fuels to supply our economy, the
availability of assured supplies to fuel our military, and the enormous costs of oil imports
to consumers and the economy as a whole. The higher cost and volume of oil and refined
product imports combine to exacerbate the nation’s trade deficit and weaken the value of
the dollar against other currencies. To address this situation, aggressive action must be
taken by government and industry to abate growth in U.S. oil demand and to increase
production of fuels from domestic sources.

2.2 Investing energy to save energy
The commonsense approach to dealing with climate change is therefore to say: “Even

if climate change was not taking place, Ireland would have to move away from fossil
fuels because resource depletion means they are going to rise steeply in price and
become an increasingly serious drain on the national economy. The country needs to
use less energy and obtain whatever it does use from Irish sources. The problem is,
fossil energy is needed to develop those sources and to put energy-saving measures in
place. Since fossil fuels are probably much cheaper now in real terms than they will
be for the foreseeable future, the sooner we use the fuels to get the savings made and
the new energy sources developed, the better the financial return will be for investors
and the higher the level of national income it will be possible to maintain.”
If this view is taken, the environmental economist's answer to the second question is
that the necessary changes should be brought about at a pace determined by striking a
balance between incurring higher costs now because of the limited supply of, say,
manufacturing capacity and suitable workers, and higher costs later because the price
of energy has gone up. This answer is, of course, subject to the proviso that the rate
that is set must be faster than that required to meet the climate crisis, whatever the
world community decides that should be.
The costs to be balanced should be measured in energy terms rather than cash. What
matters is how much energy embodied in Irish exports would have to leave the
country now to earn the foreign exchange (or the euros) to import the wind turbines
and the other materials and equipment required to develop indigenous energy
resources compared with the amount likely to be required later on. Extra money costs
incurred in Ireland because of the rush do not matter provided the higher wages, site
values and corporate profits that result do not cause an increase in import demand
which has to be financed by diverting energy resources away from the transition
effort. However, since any extra import demand could be controlled by using the tax
system to make it very attractive for people to save their extra income by investing in
the transition process, this need not be a problem.
Determining the optimum pace consequently involves carrying out a cost-benefit
analysis in which the values are expressed in energy units. The costs to be bourne
over the next few years are the units of energy that would otherwise have been used to
raise incomes or for consumption purposes which are diverted to the transition
process so that larger amounts of energy (including energy savings) are available in
ten and twenty years' time. This calculation would be carried out by government on
behalf of society as a whole and, while individuals being mortal naturally prefer nearterm benefits to those which arrive after their death, since society will continue
indefinitely, no time preference should be expressed and, hence, no discount rate
used.
The optimum pace is likely to be very rapid. Britain expects to be importing around
75% of its primary energy needs by 2020 and many other former fossil fuel exporters
will be wishing to import more too. Chinese and Indian energy import demand is
likely to have increased substantially as well. It therefore seems likely that the
competition for the reduced amount of energy that exporters will have available will
be extraordinarily fierce in ten years' time and the exchange rate between Irish exports
and fuel imports will be much less favourable than it is today. If that supposition is
accepted, it would almost always be better to invest now rather than then. The only
exceptions would be cases where large improvements in technology were expected
which would greatly reduce the energy cost to Ireland of adopting them.

2.3 Using a carbon price to guide the market
The government will obviously need to provide the framework within which this
rapid transition to a near-zero-carbon economy is carried out. As Ireland is a market
economy, the state will want the market to bring the change about rather than have its
officials do so by administrative decree. Most mainstream economists would probably
agree that the best way for the government to do this would be for it to set the total
cost of using fossil fuels (the “carbon price”) high enough to ensure that businesses
and households brought about the required changes by, say, 2020, the date chosen by
the Swedish government to “break its dependence on oil, natural gas and other “fossil
raw matrials”.
Even though environmental economists have failed to agree on how high the carbon
price should be as far as climate change is concerned, one already exists. It is made up
of three components:
1. The price of fossil fuel imports. This, of course, is set by supply and demand
on the world market and is outside Ireland's control.
2. The price of whatever tradable quota permits the government or the EU might
be issuing to control greenhouse emissions. Examples of such permits include
the EUAs issued under the EU's Emissions Trading System and the
Production Authorisation Permits (PAPs) proposed under Cap and Share.
3. Any carbon taxes and/or excise duties imposed by the government on the use
of fossil fuels in addition to its use of quotas. The taxes reduce the amount that
buyers are prepared to pay for tradable quota permits.
It is interesting to look at the current size of these components in relation to each
other. Between 1999 and October 2007, the world price of a barrel (159 litres) of
crude oil went up from €15, a level it had kept since 1986, to €55. This effectively
meant that the price of the 450kg of carbon dioxide emitted when that barrel was
burned went up from €33 to €122 per tonne. The prices of coal and gas - and hence
the price of emitting carbon dioxide from them – went up by comparable amounts.
The price of an EUA (the price of the right to emit a tonne of CO2 under the EU ETS)
fluctuated widely in its first phase, which ran from January 2005 to December 2007,
rising as high as €28 per tonne in 2006 before dropping to near zero in 2007. The
October 2007 price for an EUA for the second phase, which runs from 2008 to the
end of 2012, was €22.80
The amount of tax collected on a litre of petrol priced at €1.15 a litre is 65 cents.
Since a litre of petrol releases 2.36 kg of CO2 when burned, this works out at €275
per tonne. Thus the total October 2007 carbon price of petrol was €397 per tonne,
31% from the crude oil price and 69% from Irish taxes. By comparison, the heating
oil used by a company covered by the EU ETS only has a carbon price of €145.
The breakdown above between the Irish tax component of the carbon price and the
crude oil component is important because the different components have different
economic effects. All the crude oil price component is lost to the Irish economy since
it is paid to suppliers overseas. There is a real cost to this since Irish goods and
services have to be exported to pay it, and are thus unavailable for consumption
within the country. The tax component, on the other hand, stays within the country
and is available to the government to spend or to redistribute, returning it in some way

to the population. There is therefore no real cost to the economy.
If Irish emissions, rather than being controlled by a carbon tax or by excise duties are
controlled by the EU ETS or by Cap and Share, or by a combination of the two, the
position is intermediate between the situation in which all the resources are lost to the
country and all of them are retained. For example, if Irish firms operating within the
ETS can manage collectively on the permits they receive under the National
Allocation Plan, so that there are no net imports and exports of permits, then no
resources are lost to the country. On the other hand, if permits have to be imported,
either by buying them from other member states or by purchasing the equivalents
under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) or Joint Implementation (JI),
resources will be lost to the country. Conversely, if Ireland had the ability to export
EUAs, resources would be gained.

Illustration 1: The price of oil in euros up to August, 2007. Rises
between that date and early November 2007 have pushed the price to
€66 . Source: European Central Bank.
Even if there is no external trade in permits, the ETS is quite different from a carbon
tax. This is because resources which would have been available for the government to
allocate if a carbon tax had been used to control emissions instead of the ETS are
being given to the firms as the permits are issued free of cost. This constitutes a
significant subsidy to the businesses involved and Paul Ekins, Professor of Energy
and Environment Policy at King's College London, has suggested that a carbon tax
should be imposed on firms being given EUAs to claw back this subsidy.
If all EU member states imposed the carbon tax simultaneously and at the same rate.
Ekins' strategy would reduce the market price of EUAs by the amount of the tax and
would almost be the equivalent to an EU-wide auctioning of the permits: in both
cases, the governments would capture the scarcity value of the permits, rather than the
recipients. However, imposing a carbon tax in the way Ekins suggests would be

inferior to auctioning even if, since there is no system of tax harmonisation, it was
possible to secure an EU-wide agreement to do so. This is because the tax rate set
would tend to be inflexible and would not move in step with market conditions. On
the other hand, if, in Phase 3 of the ETS from 2013 onwards, all EUA permits were
released by being auctioned on the market at regular intervals, the prices achieved
would move up and down to compensate for changes in the import price of fuel and
the buoyancy of the EU economy. Auctioning would thus ensure that EU
governments never charged too much or too little for the benefits conferred by the
possession of EUA permits as might be the case with a carbon tax.
With the ETS as it is at present, the recipient firms capture the scarcity value of the
permits because they charge their customers the market value of the permits they have
been given free. If permits are auctioned, the various EU member state governments
will capture their scarcity value. With Cap and Share, the scarcity value of the permits
issued under the system gets distributed equally amongst the population as a whole,
each adult getting a sum equivalent to their share of the amount by which Ireland's
total non-supplier component of the carbon price has gone up. Each person is able to
use the money they receive from the sale of their permits to offset some or all of the
increased cost of their purchases due to the higher carbon price. It is important to note
that only some sort of tradable quota system like Cap and Share and/or the ETS can
ensure that an emissions target is met. This is because quotas fix quantity but not
price whereas taxes fix price but not quantity. A carbon tax cannot, therefore, be used
on its own if emissions need to be reduced by an annual amount.

3. THE RELATIVE MERITS OF A CARBON TAX AND CAP AND SHARE
An Irish government using carbon prices to reduce the country's greenhouse
emissions will naturally wish to minimise the proportion of the carbon price leaving
the leaving the country, and thus maximise the resources available for consumption
here. The strategy that suggests itself is that the government's priority should not be to
reduce its greenhouse emissions but to reduce the country's use of all imported fuels –
whether fossil or not – and that it should set the carbon price high enough to
encourage people and companies to cut their energy use and to make it highly
profitable for them to invest in developing renewable energy sources in Ireland.
By setting a high carbon price now, the government would, in essence, be anticipating
the carbon price that the market will itself set in a few years' time as the cost of
imported fossil fuels rises, along with the cost of the EUAs required to burn them. In
other words, rather than waiting for the market to signal that it is time to invest in
energy saving and renewable energy technologies, the government would be giving
the signal several years ahead of time. As a result, by the time the market carbon price
had risen to that imposed by the government, Ireland's need for imported fuels would
have been drastically cut and the resources that would have been required to pay for
the avoided fuel imports would be kept within the country.
The government could do this by raising the carbon price using a judicious
combination of carbon tax and Cap and Share. Besides being inflexible, the use of a
carbon tax alone would create difficulties because, to make the tax revenue neutral,

the huge sums of money that would be collected would have to be returned to the
economy in some way without introducing distortions. To get an idea of the sums
involved, suppose that the government estimated that the price of oil was going to
triple to €165 a barrel in ten years' time and that it wanted the country to begin to
prepare for that level now. €165 would not an unreasonable estimate since the Texan
oil banker, Matt Simmons, has already forecast $200 a barrel prices and said in 2004
that $182 might be needed to balance global supply and demand. In other words, it
would need to raise the carbon price by about €110 a barrel, which works out at
roughly €250 per tonne of CO2, the sort of rate that currently applies to petrol.
If it decided to use a carbon tax alone to do this, the government might announce that
over the next five years it was going to bring in a carbon tax on all fossil fuels
gradually so that, in year five, it was levied at €250 per tonne. This, it might say,
would be in addition to all existing taxes and would apply to fuels burned by firms
within the ETS since, in the absence of such a tax, ETS firms would have access to
much cheaper fuel than their smaller rivals. Imposing a carbon tax which increased at
€50 per tonne each year would add just over 14 cents a litre to the price of petrol each
year if VAT is included, or 71 cents over the five years. Coal prices would rise by
€245 per tonne each year, since each tonne releases 4.9 tonnes of CO2. `This might
rapidly drive it off the market, as in April 2007, the most recent date for which price
data was available from SEI, the price of domestic coal was between €275 and €300
per tonne. Electricity prices would rise by a maximum of 3 cents per kWh each year
since each unit of electricity produced in Ireland in 2006 involved the release of an
estimated 601 grammes of CO2. As domestic electricity currently costs 16.29 cents
per unit, its price at the end of the five years would be around 30 cents.
About 45 million tonnes of carbon dioxide are currently released annually in Ireland
from the burning of fossil fuels, so each annual incremental €50 step in the build up to
a €250 per tonne carbon tax would therefore bring in an extra €2000 million, less the
amount by which fuel consumption declined. Suppose fuel emissions fell by 3% each
year for the five years, the final tax-take (38.64 million tonnes of CO2 at €250) would
be €9,660 million. This is equivalent to 78% of the income tax revenue available to
the Exchequer in 2006, or 21% of the total amount of tax that was available to spend
that year.
The money collected could be returned to the economy by increasing social welfare
payments to prevent an increase in fuel poverty, by eliminating the lower rate of
income tax and by cutting PRSI contributions. This would be very popular. The
danger would be, of course, that world oil prices might rise sharply during the fiveyear period, pushing the carbon price so far above the level necessary to bring
forward the required investments in energy projects that it precipated a recession.
How would the government respond? Would it cut the carbon tax and restore income
tax rates instead?
The use of Cap and Share would avoid this problem. The government could still
announce what the minimum carbon price would be so that investors felt secure when
making their decisions and, if necessary, it could adjust the supply of PAPs by buying
them up and canceling them to ensure that that price was maintained. In this case, the
government would announce that emissions were to be reduced by a minimum of 3%
a year as specified in the Programme for Government and that, accordingly, the
supply of PAPs issued to the population was going to fall at 3% a year. If the world

fuel price component of the carbon price rose when C&S was in place to such an
extent that the economy began to soften and the demand for energy to fall, the price
offered for PAPs by fuel importers would be reduced, moderating or eliminating the
rise in the carbon price. On the other hand, if fossil energy demand was cut by more
than 3% by the speedy realisation of energy efficiency measures and the development
of renewable resources so that the price of PAPs fell and threatened to drag the carbon
price down below the guaranteed minimum, the government would be able to ensure
that the guarantee was honoured by buying up PAPs and destroying them.
There would be a tax element in the carbon price even in this case, but it would be a
variable one since it would be coming from the VAT charged on the sale of fuel
which included the extra due to the PAP charge. Accordingly, the results of using Cap
and Share would be similar to a carbon tax except that the state would not have to recycle large amounts of money back to its citizens and a stable carbon price could be
readily maintained. An additional advantage is that only Cap and Share can ensure
that emissions would actually fall by a minimum amount. This might make it more
credible than a tax, the rate of which would be seen as being capable of being varied
in the annual budget. C&S might thus be more effective in bringing change about.

4. INVESTMENT PRIORITIES
If energy prices do rise to twice or three times their present level in real terms,
investments in energy-saving and in developing energy sources made at today's
energy prices become very attractive, particularly in comparison with the likely
performance of other types of investment if one takes into account the effect that
higher energy prices, and the resulting reductions in consumer spending and energy
use might have on share and property values. Portfolio managers, especially those
responsible for the management of the Irish National Pensions Reserve Fund, need to
re-balance their holdings to take this into account. The managers of the Norwegian
fund set up to invest a proportion of the income from the sale of that country's North
Sea oil have already recognised that the country would have done better by leaving
the oil in the ground so that it could be sold at today's prices.
During World War 2, the proportion of British national income invested in the war
effort rose to 55% in 1943 while the United States had turned over 45% of its
economy to the war in 1944. Ireland needs to be thinking in similar terms if it is to
make up for lost time and give itself a chance of maintaining reasonable income
levels in future. The ESRI estimates that the housing sector accounted for 24% of
national income in 2005. The move away from carbon fuels demands twice that
effort.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Environmental economists' use of positive discount rates to carry out a cost-benefit
analyses of possible climate policies assumes two things. The most fundamental of
these is that the risk of a climate flip can be ignored and that humanity has a choice of
paths which all lead to different but satisfactory conclusions. The other is that more
economic resources will be available in future than is the case today. Ecological

economists challenge both these assumptions. They argue that the risk that the world's
climate will suddenly lurch into a much warmer state is too high to be borne, even at
current greenhouse gas concentration levels, and that the only choices available are
how rapidly emissions are reduced and the ways in which it is done. Moreover,
because the world economy has been going through a period of what Herman Daly
has called “uneconomic growth” in which the costs (some of them hidden, and some
of them deliberately not counted) have exceeded the benefits, the present level of
global income is unsustainable. Consequently, unless there is a remarkable period of
technological change, the future will be poorer than today and, if any cost-benefit
analysis is done, possible futures should be compared using negative discount rates
In broad terms, what ecological economists would like to see is a rapid run-down in
the use of fossil energy to boost global consumption. Instead, the greatest possible
proportion of whatever amount of fossil fuels the world decides it can risk burning
should be used as capital to make it possible for people to live decently in an ultralow-carbon way. To preserve social cohesion, the benefits from the limited amount of
fossil fuel being used at any time have to be shared equitably, both within countries
and between them, in a way that enables the whole population to take part in
developing renewable energy systems and bringing about resource- and energy-light
ways of living.
For Ireland, both the climate crisis and the depletion of fossil fuel stocks indicate the
same thing – that this country needs to reduce its consumption of carbon fuels as a
matter of urgency. This chapter has established that the sound economic course is to
make a virtue out of necessity and exploit the opportunities for profit that the large
increases in energy prices will present rather than doing the minimum demanded by
the international community and our EU partners in the effort to limit climate change.
The only choice Ireland has in relation to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions is
when the cuts are made. It can either jump now, reducing its emissions by moving
rapidly away from the use of fossil fuels and profiting from the development of its
renewable energy resources, which, on a per capita basis are among the best in the
world, or it can be pushed later, cutting its emissions in a few years' time because it
cannot afford to buy the fuels from which the emissions would come.
If it acts now and uses taxes and Cap and Share to push fossil fuel prices up to the
level that they will later become, it will keep resources in the country which can be
used to fund the shift to renewables and energy efficiency. If it waits until import
prices rise, it will lack the capital to develop its energy resources and the country
could be caught in a poverty trap for a long time to come.
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